Are you accumulating 80 hours of any combination of meaningful service, research, creative expression or pre-professional activity?

Do you plan to turn empirical research into an HONORS THESIS?

Take 5 workshops before graduating to earn PRACTICUM unit

Do you want to build your experiences into a SYNTHESIS project?

Yes!

Practicum only

No

No

Junior year:
❖ Identify a mentor
❖ Design the project
❖ Propose the project

Senior year:
❖ Complete the project
❖ Create the product (e.g. text, creative work, curriculum, portfolio)

Yes!

Junior year:
❖ Prepare with research or training
❖ Design the study
❖ Apply for honors

Senior year:
❖ Conduct the study
❖ Write the thesis

Present your thesis or synthesis at the senior showcase